Yale University and all of us at the OISS are committed to supporting you during this global health crisis. We are truly in uncharted territory, but we will navigate through this together.

**Students returning to or just arriving at Yale** must review the quarantine policies and resources here. [1] In addition, all members of the Yale community should continually review the Yale Health and Safety Guidelines [2].

To the right (see top 'Additional Navigation' on mobile devices) you can find FAQs addressing specific Yale cohorts: continuing students, newly admitted students, scholars and department administrators. Of particular importance is our page on current travel restrictions [3]. These pages and FAQs are updated regularly given the fluid nature of the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as state and federal policies. Any new arrivals to campus must review the Yale COVID-19 protocols [4], as well as the specific guidance from your host department or school.

Now more than ever, we need to watch out for each other and treat each other with respect. That is why, it is vital that we all act proactively and follow all health guidelines and observe social distancing to safeguard our own health and the well-being of those with whom we come in contact.

Best wishes to you and your families.

- OISS Staff

---

**Connecting with OISS** [5]

There are many ways to get in touch with OISS and keep up with important updates from our office [5]. At this particular moment there is a an extremely high volume of inquiries so please start by taking a look at the information pages to the right (or below on mobile devices) before contacting your adviser. Arrangements will be made to provide immigration documents either electronically or in paper for those who need updates. We truly appreciate your patience and we will respond as soon as possible.

All OISS advising and programming will continue virtually for the foreseeable future.

---
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